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Financial Committee 'Leak'
Evokes Conflicting Stories
By GEORGE BRlTI'OX
Two con1licting storlcl have
arisen over the recent termln.'1
don of the student held posts
on the ~month old BudgPt
CommlttK'. The pe»:S ",,-cre oc-cupied by Mr. Kevin McAuliffe,
'71, and Mr. Gregory Keilty,
'72. Accordini to the student
members, they were summarily
ftred by the committee's chairman, Fr. William McInnel,
S.J., The University President
claims that they "resianed in a
huff."

BAM BROWN, Ulora&orlam eo-onll.na*or.

The committee was formed in
December 1969 with the purpose of examining the financial
ltate of Fairfield University.
Mille from former members

Moratorium Head Reveals
RevisedAnti- War Strategy
By RICIlABD S. BARBA.

On Friday 13 in Gonzago Auditorium, Sam Brown. the founder and leader of the National Mo!'atorlum Committee, gave a short delivery on his committee's strategy to utilize the Issue of Inflation
as a possible means for the eventual end of Arne rican involvement In Vietnam.
New App~

In the reeent past, Mr.
Brown's chief vehicle for antiwar sentiment In thiS country
has been the organization of nation-wide mass protest. On each,
occasion of this type of protest,
the main thrust of opposition
has been directed solely at the
fact of the war In Vietnam, and
immediate withdrawal from the
war has been emphatically demanded. In his speech on Friday, however, Mr. Brown presented the possibility of a different, more practical, and indirect approach to the present
problem In Vietnam and to the
treabnent of this problem in
Washington.
He claimed that inflation Is
a prime issue In this nat\on that
invariably affeets everyone. In
addition, Mr. Brown cited the
war effort as a substantial cause
of innatlon. He felt that if the
war issue could be carried to
the people In view of its innatlonary tendencies, the drastic
Immediacy of the Vietnam War
would be realized to a fuller
extent by a greater number of
Americans. A widespread l"Csentment against Inflation would
then create an outlet for "an
attack In a real and fundamental way on military spending in this country."
Down on Nl.J:oa.
Brown also expressed dissatisfaction with President Nixon in
his handling of certain crucial
issues. On Innatlon In general,
Mr. Brown stated that the
President has fonnulated a

strategy that would remedy
only ..the political consequences
of inflation." Concerning the
Health, Education, and Welfare
Bill, Brown interpreted President Nixon's veto of it as an
Indlcbnent of "sick people, old
people, black people, and kids"
as major causes of Inflation.
He accused the A.B.M. system
of being "a conscious effort to
undennlne weUare for military
purposes." He also cited the
President's most recent nominee
to the Supreme Court. G. Harold Carswell, as "the essence
of medioerl ty:'

for support of the Duffey cam·
palgn: "We need people to go
in and work in those towns ...
to put together that canvass."
Finally, there was a short
Question and answer period. In
reply to one Question, Mr.
Brown conunented on the legacy
of the last decade. He said that
there wu not too much hope
after "a <:Iecade that began with
the election of John Kennedy
and ended with the wedding of
Tiny Tim," but he expressed a
hope for "long term social
change" In the 70's.

~eY'EDdoNfIIDeDt

The last part of Brown'l
speech was devoted to the endorsement of Joe Duffey, a C0nnecticut Democrat running for
the United States senate. Briefly, Duffey is a liberal who
stands for the causes of the
working man, he greatly opposes Inflation, and he advocates a rapid withdrawal from
Vietnam. According to Sam
Brown, "Senator Dodd is a
paranoid leftover from the SO's."
Brown went on to say that "We
have to find men who have a
different view of what the world
·is about." Brown felt that Joe
Duffey would be the better man
for the position..
According to Mr. Brown, "If
Joe can get a primary, he can
do very well in this state." He
stressed that Duffey is a man
who is "emphatic on a personal
basis" and '1Iberal . . . but
hwnanltarian." He then asked

MeAullffe and Keilty, the other
members of the committee are:
Dr. John 'Barone, Vice-President of Plannin&, Mr. John
Hickson, Director of Operations,
Mr. Leo O'Connor, professor of
English, aDd Dr. John Klimas,
.professor of Biology.
Ialtlal HeeUq
The inital meetin& of the
committee was held January 6,
1970. The first item ot business
taken up was an aareement that
no figures or written docwnents
would be made publ1c knowledge. At this outset, the committee considered Academics,
Student Services, Security and
Maintenance, and Financial Ald.
At the second sessions on
January 21, 1970, held In absence of Mr. Kellty, the com·
mittee was Informed that an
increase in room and board
from $1000 to $1200 per year
was goina: to be announced for
197(}.71. This money has already been listed as Income for
next year; the committee was
asked to ratify this lnerease. It
was also agreed that the tuition would be raised from $1600
to $1800 for 197(}'7l.Mr. McAuliffe sugaelted that upper
classmen be excluded from the
tuition increase, and that the
incoming class of 1974 be given
a tuition bill of $3lOO per
annum. At thls time the committee ratified the Increase In
room and board, although no
forma: vote was taken. Fr McInnes '!Iuggested that Mr. MeAulifte and Mr. Keilty souml out
student opinion on the tuition
raise before any definitive
action was taken.
The third session on February 3, 1970 brought a new pro-posal from Mr. MeAullUe: that
the tuition be increased over a
three year period, ltartin&' in the

•

fall or 1970, and graduall,.- Increaslna: to $2000 per year ae-.
cordin& to the following scale:
1.970-71 $1700, Im-72 $1850, and 1972-73 $2000.
This scale would a1!ect the entire University. The committee
accepted this proposal, although
no formal vote was taken.
The fourth and most recent
session held on February 12,
1970 brought the ronJlJcts relulting in the abondonment of
the student postl on the Budget
Committee.
Fr.
Mclnnes
charged that Mr. McAuliffe and
Mr. Keilty had leaked the news
of the tuition hike In advance,
thus undermining the trust
placed In them. Both students
denied this as absurd, ocmtending that they had performed
the task requested or them by
Fr. McInnes, aM had In fact
been careful nc,t to leak any
private InfonnAtion to the public or to the Student Government. Fr. McInneJ accused
them of breach of faIth because Dennis Galqher, currently a candidate for Student
Government President, had used
the information about the tuition raise in a eampaign paper.
Father called this action "propangadistic."
After Fr. McInMS rebuffed
attempts by the students to establish parliamentary procedure, a definition of power for
the committee, and acceptance
of priorities Introduced by Mr.
Leo O'Connor, who was absent,
which Included massive AdminIstrative Budget cuts and increases In faculty salaries, he
called for their immediate resignations, Mr. McAuliffe suggested that the committee be disbanded. for It served no ~
vative purpose, and he and Mr.

•

•

(CoDUaued 011 Pace 8)

Fr. McInnes Defends Protocol
By TIMOTHY GRACE
AMoclaie Editor
During a recent interview
Father William McInnes, S.J.,
University President, maintained that the resignations of
Kevin McAuliffe '71 and Gregory Keilty '72 from the University Budget Committee resulted
from their unwillingness to aceept the committee's conditions
of protocol which prohibit any
member from reporting the decisions of the committee at his
own discretion, without authorization.
The University head stated
that due to this disagreement
both students chose to resign
from the eomrnittee and that
he planned to write to the PresIdent of the Student Govern-

ment to request him to ftll the
vacancies created by the resignation of the two student members. Fr. McInnes added that
he "still saw a need for students to share in the decision
making process of this committee."
Gallagher Publication
The controversy arose when
on February 8 presidential candidate Dennis Gallagher published a campaign flyer carry·
ing the statement that "Based
on figures for next year as
agreed upon by the University
committee on finance, the total
cost of going to Fairfield will
rise $300 next year . . ." This
statement, isSued before the
proposed increase had been
voted on by the Board of Trus-

tees, led President McInnes to
believe that the infonnatlon had
"leaked out prematurely" from
some member of the Budget
Committee in the form of an
official statement which, In fact,
It was not at that time.
Admittedly "distressed" the
President brought up the subject at the February 12 meeting at which time Mr. Kevin
McAuliffe volunteered the information that he had discussed
the finances of the University
with the Student Goverrunent
President and had told that the
committee had approved a $300
increase. This statement was
unauthorized and contrary to
the agreed upon conditions un,.
der which the committee oper·
(CoDtlDuecJ. on Pace 8)
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Ca mp us News
NAVAL AVIAT ION SEEKS
OFFIC ER APPLlC AlIo"TS

Lieuten ant Skip Moyer, US.
Navy, of the Naval Aviatio n Informati on Office at the U.S.
Naval Air Station , (Floyd Bennett Field), Brookly n, New
York, will be at Fairfiel d University on 23-24 Februa ry, 1970,
to meet student s Interest ed in
Navy pilot and flight officer
program s. F1lght training applicants must be in an accredi ted
college and be workIng towards
a B.S. or B.A. degree. Pilot
candida tes must be between 19
and 26 years of age, have 20/20
vision, and be in good hee.J.th;
Naval F1leht Officer candida tes
without prior service must be
between 19 and 71% years of
age, have 20/100 vision correclible to 20120, and In good
health. Flight Officer candidates with prior service may
be as old as 30% years at age,
dependi ng on years at comp~
ed service.
A non-flyi ng Air Intelllg ence
Olficer program is also avallable, with basicall y the same
require ments as the F1ight Officer candida te, except that COl'-

On Red ucti on
Pres. Com men ts
By BOB B1JBGE 88
ADocla te EdItor

"So tar we have been laying
the groundw ork for what the
next AdmIni stration will be
doing." This Is the way Student
Govern ment Preside nt AI Mariani describ ed action thus far by
the Executi ve Departm ent on a
Student Senate resoluti on calling for immedi ate rereduc tion
of Philoso phy to 6 credits. The
faculty origina lly lowered the
number of philosop hy credits
from fifteen. Under the 1mpassion ed leadersh ip of the dynamic Dr. Grassi, PhiloIop hy
Departm ent chairma n, the phD·
osophy departm ent manuev ered
enough SUpjXlrt to reverse the
earlier decision of faculty.
In respons e to why there was
80 little said by the Student
Goevrn ment about the Issue
earlier, Mr. Marian i answere d
"Untit now we stayed out of
the discussi on by the faculty In
the spirit of tri-part ltism. We
dJ4 00 lobby.Lac . . . " Special
Interest groups had little effect
on the Core Curricu lum Committee, but the :reason why we
have such a water~ curriculum is because of the other
special Interest group _ not
ably the Philoso phy depart-

ment"
'It appears that politics, not
Idealism has ultimate ly won oUl
on t:h.i!I issue. As represe ntatives
of the student body, the largest
special Interest group of all,
we are going to begin playing
politics as well. We can play
that game as weD as anyone
else."
When
about tile role
of the admIAl atratloa ID the
proceed blp, Pr8lc1e ot Marian i

_ell

pulled DO puac.b9 , --rile fact
that tb.ree extra phlIoeop lly
teIlcber s were blre4 over ths.
~t summe r wheQ. they (the
aclnllab traUoa) Imew what 0111'-

rlcuIam cbaDce . weft plaoned
spNks for tuelf. Abo keep In
mlDd thllt this 1.1 thalr mMt et·
feeU,'e and mMt otteQ. Qed arCWDl!Dt .

We can expect

pori from UaJs HW'Ce. "

00

.up.

rectible vision up to 201200 is
conside red.
candida tes for any of the
above-m entione d program s can
expect to receive their commis sions as Ensigns in the U.S.
Naval Reserve after the first 16
weeks of combin ed military ,
academ ic, and physica l trainIng.

•

••

BRIDG E TOURN AMENT
The Winter Bridge Tourna ment began on Thursd ay, Febbruary 12 and will continu e on
a weekly basis until March 19
except March 12. All are invited to join. Thursd ays 7:00
p.m. Mezzan ine Lounge . Only
4 weeks will be counted , still
time to join.

• • •

BUSIN ESS CLUB
There will be a meeting of
the Busines s Club this afternoon (Wed. Feb. 18) in X-13O
at 3:30. All membe rs should attend, and new membe rs are invited.
•••
C.K..S. SMOKE R
To acquain t aU interest ed
student s and prospec tus members, there will be a CardIna l
Key Society smoker on Thursday, Feb. 19, at 8 p.m. in the
New Donn Ground Lounge. AU
interest ed student s are encouraged to attend.
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An nu al Ca re er s Se mi na r
St re ss es Fi na nc ia l Va rie ty
By WILLIA M MANTH E¥
On Wednes day, Februa ry 11th
the Campu s Center was the
scene of the second annual
finance careers seminar . The
guest speaker s were Mr. Donald S. Lupo of Merrill, Lynch,
Fenner, and Smith, Mr. Harry
Christe nson of Genera l Electric, Mr. Robert Gillette of
Aetna Lite and Casualt y and
Mr. Tyler Baldwll l Vice-Pr esident of the Connec ticut Nationa l
Bank. TIle semina r stressed the
variety ot careers in finance
and the variety of backgro unds
of the people in these careers .
The semina r began with Mr.
Donald Lopo, a Fairftel d crad.
who is present ly a broker tor
Merrill Lynch. He dl.icussed the
many varied careers of the investmen t field. A stock broker
in his words, should be someone
who enjoys oontact with people
but Is "hard-n osed" In dealing
with them. He stressed the independe nce of being a salesma n
and the working for a commission. Hence the salesma n is only
respons ible to himself . As tor
financia l rewards Mr. Lupo
made clear that you are paid

HARBY a1B18 TEN80 N, F.U, ...

by your product ivity and in his
words "the sky is the limit."
Mr. Harry Christen son, another Fairfiel d grad, was next

News Ana lysis

Fa irf iel d County VS. Po llu tio n
By JACK. COUTU IlI:

"Our commo n goal is to end
compla cency and to act. It is
not enollgh merely to discuss
the facts that man Is destroy ing
his natural environ ment. We
must challen ge pollutio n by
taking politica l action against
goverru nental misman agemen t
and private offende rs."
These words In effect constitute the bat1le-c ry of a group
of people who make up the·
Fairfiel d County Citizens for Environm ental control (FCCEC ).
Last Wednes day evening , at the
Sacred Heart Univers ity· Auditorium, the organiz ers of the
group present ed their aims and
schedul e of forthco mlng events
to a disappo inting crowd of approxima tely one hundred .
FCCEC ~airman, Mr. Sydney Evans of Bridgep ort, cited
the origin of ~ organiz ation as
people seeking out each other
because of a problem affliron g
all bf us. It has been in existence eight weeks and hopes to
grow and get everybo dy Involved.
Mr. Jack McCart hy, head of
th(! Local Anti-Ai r Pollutio n
Ccmmit tee, in discussi ng pl"O&lerns present ed by local power
compan ies noted, "We are producing ourselv es Into destrut!tion. We need self-det erminat ion
to what we really want in life;
more garbage or less; more
waste or less; more clean water
or less."
The FCCEC started out con·
cerned with the Bridgep ort area
and its problem s, but people
from numero us other towns
have been alfected by the industrial centers ot Stamfo rd,
Norwal k, Bridgep ort, and NlJW
Haven. In Fairfiel d County
marshe s, streams , and lakes
have been contam inated.
Serve. ... CoonU.n.ator
The first task or the orpniz a·

II, 1970

on the agenda. He began with
a summa ry of the wide variety
of financial careen that one Is
open to. These careers r8Ili:ed
from the traditio nal cost at!countin g, to the more modem
data process ing or market acCQUIlUng. He stated that although a busines s backgro und
puts a person. one step ahead In
finance one's backgro und is not
a hindran ce. Mr. Ouisten son
discuss ed the Genera l Electric
3 year financia l manage ment
program and how it gives you
a feel for a variety of jobs to
help the person in his final selection. In resume Mr. Christe nson showed industri al finance
only a step to the many executive jobs In an industry .

lion will be to eerve as a ~ which be depends for surviva l.
ordinat or of numero us groups The pollutio n of our rivers and
in Fairfiel d County who are at!lakes, and of the air in our
tively involved in the anti-pollU- urban areas continu e to accelertion movem ent.
ate. The time has come for all
The commu nities must then citizens to begin thinking about
be exposed to the existen ce of the basic questio ns raised by
the moveme nt. Influent ial politi- technolo gical advance s and encians and the stronge r busines s- vironm ental degrada tion.
men will need to be convinc ed
We have become unwillln g
of the immine nt danger ot pol- witness es to the rapid lou of
lution as well as for the FCCEC our environ ment. We live with
fund raising needs.
air that is barely breatha ble:
Mr. Robert Gillette of Aeb1a
Guest speaker was Profess or we drink contam inated water;
Life stressed the need tor traJn..
Joseph Moran, Chairm an of the we eat poisone d food.
Sacred Heart Uoivers ity BiolWe can no longer allow this e<! men in determi ning the inogy Departm ent. Said Profes- to happen. W" PudeDt s maR vestme nts of an insuran ce comsor Moran, "Man has become alM staDd and A.)' that the Ume pany. He pointed out that an
surroun ded by technolo gy. It is fof' indUl'ereQ.ce by &,overnment., MBA was necessa ry for the
suppose d to make lite more en- InduKry , aDd the public, .o,·er. people they hired. In the field
joyable, pleasan t and increas e We must work with organiz a- of money manage ment of an Inlongevi ty, but haw far from our tions like the FCCEC to call surance compan y the MBA Is
natural enviroru nent can man, upon governm ent at all levels needed "more for dlsappl lne
so human, wander !"
for an immedi ate declara tion of than talent." They need someHe _ 1 GO 10 quo&e Stephen environ mental emerge ncy, and one who thinks In the quantita V1DceJtt BeDet oa the •Amerie& D ask that top priority be given to tive way an MBA Is trained. In
ceQ.lus', "W" dOD't kJtGw where that declara tioo.
conclus ion Mr. Gillette stressed
we are l0irll', but we 10 any·
Student s of Fairfiel d Univer- the great change in finance and
way."
sity have an opportu nity to how now It Is no longer where
Profess or Moran explain ed work for this cause and
to see you went to school but what
the biologic al aspects of pollu- actual results right
here In the )'OlIn know.
tion. Seventy -five per cent of Bridgep ort area. TIle Student
The final speake r was Mr.
the populat ion lives on the Activis ts Movem ent (SAM)
on
coastal areas of the United this campus will be working Tyler Baldwin . He, as did the
previou s speaker s, stressed the
States which are also used by with the FCCEC this semeste
r
industri es for power, oil stor- attempt ing to halt the major fact that finance yields manyop age, and manufa cturing plants. pollutio n in Bridgep ort. There portuni ties especia lly in banking
careers . He spoke of interna l
One exampl e ot the adverse ef- will be a semina r at Columb
ia
fects of this situatio n he men- Univers ity this Saturda y and banking _ concern ed with the
flow of funds within the bank
tioned, was the fact that the simDar pUblic session
s where and externa
l banking which enwaters off Bridgep ort used to student s can gain a
more eJrten.
abound with oysters but are live knowled ge on the pollutio n tains contact with people in investing or borrowi ng. He stressnow used- as a recepta cle for problem .
ed that a busines s degree was
sewage product s. Large urban
Hwuan s Inedibl e
centers on the coast never
I will conclud e with an am- not necessa ry though helpful.
breath clean air because of biguous remark made by
The entire program lasted tv.'O
Pr0thick blanket s ot smog.
fessor Moran at the FCCEC hours. The semina r was sponUrgen1 MeMa p
meeting , "1Welv e parts per mil· sored by Fairfiel d Univers ity,
The urgency of the messag e lion of the human body
are now in coordin ation with Bridgep ort
of these concern ed citizens poisonous due to the
pollutan ts . Univers ity, Sacred Heart Unlcomes through loud and clear. which are consum ed one
way vesity and the Nationa l AssocIDisting uished scientifi c authori- or another . This accordi ng
to ation of Acounta nts, Bridgep ort
ties ha~ been warning tor Federal Govern mental specific
a- ~apter. Thomas Dyblck ot the
years that mankin d Is rapidly tions, makes us
lea-ally in- class of 1970 acted as modera ·
destroy ing the very habitat OIl edible!"
tor.
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Frosh Committee Provides
Independent Studies Push
I. The objective (If this program
is to provide the student with
the opportunity for personal
exploration in a field in which
he is particularly interested. In
the social sciences the objective
would be to acquaint students
with the "real world" through
a guided program of a living
expericn«' of a significant p0litical or social nature. Similar
projects In other fields might
not require such a communityoriented approach and could be
done on campus; for example,
laboratory research in the na·
tural sciences. The program of
Independent Studies would be
open to any student who would
wish to accept the responsiblli.
ty 01 initiating and executing a
project.
(Below is a flexible outline of
what should be included in a
typical Independent Study pr0.ject proposal. Variations in
proposal lorm should be made
freely when appropriate.)

1. Title of project - Make a
specific, one or two sentence
definitive statement of what the
project is about. For instance;
"The Welfare System as an
Agent of Social Control".
2. Description of project
thesis or problem area to be
studied.
3. Statement of project goals
4. Methodology
What
techniques ot study will be

......

5. Field 1ocadon(s) - Where
specifically will research or
study be carried out.
6. Itinerary; i.e. study scheduI•.
7. Evaluation-What form{s)
of evaluation will be used, journal, weekly reports to advisor,
final evaluation paper, oral examination, etc.
8. Credit arrangem(!nts
Nwnber of credits would vary
from 3 to 15 depending upon the
scope of the projo..'ct. and would
be determined jointly by the
students and the project advisor. Credit would be earned
upon completion of the project.
9. Estimated cost of projectwhere relevant.
10. Faculty advisor per·
80n and/or department.
11. Project bibliography.
Projects may be planned into
anyone or combination of the
four schedules outlined below.
1. During the Study Month
(January) which would tall 00tween the first and second serrwsters.
2. During the academic year,
arbitrarily in addition to the
regular credit load.
3. During a variable-length
leavc-of-absen«' anytime during
the academic year. Additional
approval of Department Head
would be required.
4. During the summer vacation.
The January study month
would be used as a time in
which independent study projects could be pursued without
the demands of other courses.
A January program of projeets
otrered by departments would
be open to those students not
wishing to initiate their own
project. This part Of the total
Independent Studies proposal is
siimlar to the Colgate "January

Plan."Below is an example of
a Independent StUdy project
from the "January Plan" catalog of Colgate. The catalog offers over 160 different courses
ranging from "Classical Guitar"
to the "Artistic and Uterary
theories of Ortega Y Gasset to
a "Fek! study in Political Party
Leadership."
Ptillo&ophy &ad ReIJJlon
Project - The Religious AspectS of modern Fiction - Mr.
Chapin.
Maximum No. of students 20
Location - On Campus.
Open to - 1. 2, 3, 4,
Special Requirements None
Project description: A study
of selected novels concerned
with man's relationship to God,
man's search for God, or man's
sense of loss in a work! with.
out God. Possible selections

p
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would be works by Camus.
De Vries. Faulkner, G<llding.
Greene, Joyce, Kafka, O'Connor, Silone, and Styron.
All students will read the
same novels, so far as practicable, and meet as a group from
time to time during the month
to discuss their reading with
each other and the instructor.
Students will also be expect.
ed to write either a substantial
paper on a ieneral theme related to their reading or a
series of shorler papers on particular novels.
Ooncludlng Comenta:
-All Independent StudIes
projects would be marked (In
a pass-fall basis.
--Credit earned would be in
the field In which the study was
done I.e. Philosophy, Math etc.
--Credit would be included
within the 120 credits required
for a d~.

Restored SAM
• •
nVISIOnS Success
Recently recovered from the
files of the Fairfield University
Student Government were the
ruins of an organization which
underwent an abortion during
its infancy three years ago here
at Fairfield. Cause of bereavement had been attributed to
lack of Interest. Today this organization, the Student Activists
Movement.
commonly
known as SAM, has taken fire
on the campus as the answer to
the needs of the students of
Fairfield today.

A major contributor in the
efforts for SAM's revival Is Student Government Secretary,
John Meknlt. When asked if
SAM's aceptance In 1970 reReclS upon a change of attitudes
on the part ot the Fairfield
community, his reply was onE'
of marked optimism.
"A change in attitudes at
Fairfield is definitely the rea·

Independent Studies Group
Outlines Proposed Program
EDITOR'S NOTE: The fol·
loW\DJ I.t an oUtline of a propoeed independent studle. pro-

pam drawn up by membe.1"I of
the claM of '7'. Tbe Sta« pre.ent. tilt. adlcle . . a public
lervlce.

It has been said that before
improvements can be made
upon a system or a situation, an
Ideal must be cited as a model.
With this in mind, the Question Is asked: What Is the utopian torm of a university? An
acceptable answer might be that
it is a dynamic community
whose purpose is rooted in the
pursuit, on an individual level,
of moral ideals, and their examination, while at the same
time maintaining an attachment to the world around iL If
this is Fairfield University's
goal, It would seem to be a
distant and doubtful one.
FairReld has undershot its
ideal largely by promoting several destructive attitudes within
the community. A stifling of individual spirit or motivation
grows out of the in&lJectually
sterilizing course of exclusively
in-class education. This attitude
has worsened to the point that
learning outside a classroom is
deliberately avoided by some
students. An already tragic situation is thus heightened. and
the exchange and interaction of
Ideas presumably the university's highest objects - are
sacrificed. It Fairfield Is Inter·
ested in working to solve lhis
problem, if it has a desire to
avoid a repetition of last year's
record flgurc for freshmen
transfers, a proposal must be
presented.
This saving plan must be one
aimed specifically at the problems of lack ot motivation,
stifling of individuality, separa·
tion from the oIf-campus world,
and moral apathy. It must stimulate a significant student involvement.
Exactly such a program Is the
proposed Independent Studies

program. This is an optional
plan of student-Initiated. student-executed Independent projects which focus upon a c0ncentrated testing of personal
ideas from a standpoint apart
from the reJUlar campus com·
munity.
Four schedules are proposed
for Involvement In the Independent Studies program. Students
interested In pe.rticlpatlng would
complete projects during a
Study Month (January) which
would be set aside between semesters, or during a leave of
absence from the campus, or
during the academic year along
with the normal course load,
or finally, during the summer
vacation.
Credit for the projects would
be variable (from three to fifteen) according to the individual
case, and would be determined
jointly by the student and his
project advisor (a faculty member).
The advantages of this Independent Studies program, in addition to those outlined before,
are many:
- An increased Christian involvement - a high priority on
the educational conscience of
any Catholic university - could
be realized by certain Independ·
ent Studies projects (e.g. an on·
the-scene study of poverty in
Appalachia; .....-ork in a slum·improveE.mnt group, etc.).
- The progressive, personalized nature of such a program
would be attractive to prospective students.
~ Many projects would be
of direct, tri-lateral service, to
the University, to the student,
and to the community.
- "Field experience," basic
to the pian, is attractive to
most graduate schools.
- The January StUdy Month
would break the routine of the
academic year, and would Improve the student attitude during the year.
- The st\ident-faculty Interaction and co-operatlon would

be enhanced by the one-to-one
relationship between project
participant and advisor.
- The imagination and Individuality of the program
would be satisfying to students
now enrolled at the University
and would combat the rising
withdrawal and transfer rates.
There has arisen an objection
to the program from the position that a college education
necessarily takes place only on
campus. Notwithstanding the
fact that this proposition invites debate, It does not apply
to the proposed program. The
field location of the Independent
Study is another option for the
student; approved projects to be
done on campus would be willingly accepted.
The Independent Study proposal is a small proposal with
great potential. Word of the
program has spread, and its reception has been thus far, posi·
tive. Will the University see its
dilemma in lime and realize the
partial solution ot'lered by the
Independent Study program?
Will the university stand flrm
In its pledge to see Fairfield
as a "progreulve Uberal Arts
college"? Will the community
strive to shoulder the responsibility of tnle and lull education;
and will the student accept his
individual obligation to himself
and that commulty'!' The questions persist.

Pollution Seminar
BOSTON . . . A second allday Seminar on Water Pollution for College students will
be held at McMillin Hall, Col·
umbia University, Saturday,
February 21. The Seminar will
begin at 9:30 a.m. and continue
until 4:00 p.m. The Seminar i5
sponsored by the Student Council On Pollution and the En·
vironment (SCOPE) with assistance from the Federal Water
Pollution Control Administration.

son for the success of SAM
now. This can be proved by the
Moratorium success. It was
this that stimulated me to offer
SAM to Fairfield again."
There is no national SAM organization as its origin is purely
Fairfield. It will align with
several state and regional 0rganizations departmentally.
"Getting people together as
part of one group even though
they have different idealogies,"
according to Meknlt, "will be
the essential success of SAM.
Also the exposure to dUrerent
ideas put forth by different
groups could help the individual
to scrutinize his own Ideas
about Issues."
The department or commltt·
ees which a member may choose
ID work under in the tentative
organizational structure Is as
follows:

Fl.uadal CommIUee M~
bers of this committee will
handle lund raising, such as
mixers, any payments of money
for speakers or fibns contracted
by SAM. This department will
be headed by the Treasurer of
SAM.
National PrioritiefJ CommIttee
-Its members will work for a
redirection of our national
priorities such as mlUtary
spending as opposed to socioeconomic expenditures.
E.,,1ronrDental AcUoD Com·
mIUee - The need for action
in the attack against the pollution crisis is imperative: and
the time is now. Those who
work in this area will be facing
the environmental challenge
which may be the greatest
taced by mankind, and will combat major pollutants in Fairfield County.
Central ConununlcattOD Comm.Ittef1 _ This committee will
handle any publications needed
such as a news-letter and handling publicity tor individual departments_
LowerlDJ the Voting' AJe
Committee This group will

associate itself with a state
movement out of New Haven
which has organized Connecticut into districts and is involvIng colleges on this issue.
Draft Resistance Oonunlttee
- Its affiliation will be with
the New Haven Draft Resistance. Counselors will be ooming periodically to Fairfield to
counsel on resistance to the
draft.
Moratorium Committee _ Its
members will organize local
canvassing and man:hes. It recently arranged for Sam Brown,
National Moratorium Director,
to speak in Gonzaga Auditorium.
SAM will be a very loose,
flexible
and
democratically
operated organization. The separate groups will be allowed to
elect their chairmen and set
their goals. The chairmen will
then constitute the executive
board.
The executive board of SAM
will make the policy decisions of
the group as a Whole. If the
action taken by a department
is in accordance with policy as
determined by all the department will be backed by SAM

in name.
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Letters

ONE MAN
By G, SIMON IIABAK

In Honor Of No One

A Disclaimer

By DOUGLAS MEHAGH

To the Editor:
This column will break with tradition. It will not call the
students apathetic, or disillusioned, or any other such name. It
will not decry a problem without offering a possible solut:on. It 15
probable it will not even criticize- Dr. Grassi. Rather, it Is assigned
the task of maintaining a reasoning point of view about life h~re
at Falrfteld, In service to the student body.
Perhaps we have all noticed that, according to our student
handbook, the search for truth is the driving force of our academic community. May One Man suggest how the community can,
together. engage In an honest search for truth?
Let us concern ourselves ftrst with facts, and then the Interpretation of those facts. Sometimes we ftnd a rather st~ange
resistance to the facts. Let us therefore deftne facts simply as
"that which happens in time." It is a fact that tuition is golnll; up
at Falrfteld. It is a fact that black students took over Xavier Hall.
It Is a fact that Fairfield lost the Niagara game, 71 to 65. It Is
essential to n!COgnize facts. They are, If nothing else. a basis for
reasoning d:scussion - a reasoning disr.ussion In pursuit of truth.
Let us be careful to distlngu'sh facts from interpretation of
facts. So it was that I had a brief discussion with a student about
the Niagara game. I said I thought Falrf:eld lost because Calvin
Murphy sparked Niagara. He presented a point of view which I
had not seen: that perhaps Fairfteld. had not "~maintained its cool"
in the closing minutes. Maybe it was a combination of both, or
more factors. But we both agreed on this basic fact: Fairfield lost
the game. If I had started by saying "Fairfield won the Niagara
game," he would have called me a fool (and rightfully so), and
there would have been no discussion. I could perha~ c'te "pP~
sonal satisfaction," or maybe even "moral victory." But that IS
laterpretatloa. It will not change the score. Anabgously, we should.
know that, In order to facilitate and clarify any discussion. let us
distinguish facts, frcm interpretation of facts.
We can challenge interpretations. but not facts. For that reason, some people will try purposely to confuse their own interpretation with the facts, so as to attempt to make their own inte:pretation unchallengeable. Let us seek an example. A student will
say: "Fairtleld is a 'lousy' school." He has merged fact and Interpretation, and in so doing. has attempted to rer.der his interpretation an irrefutable fact. The fact, in that statement Is "I am unhappy here." We can't challenge that fact; a student should know
when he himS('lf is unhappy. The iDterpretatloa In that statement
is "Fairfield is a 'lousy' school." But do you see how he has tried
to contuse us? If we challenge his interpretation. and say, "Why
is Fairneld a 'lousy' school?" he will retreat to the fact, "But
can't you see I am unhappy 1" And so discussion ends. There Is
no distinction between facts and interpre'a'ion. We canrot rea<:OIl
together, we can help neither our fellow student, nor our university.
The jY.)lnt is, that many facts must be considered (not just the
disgust of one student) before we can make a valid general interpretation of whether Fairfield University is 'lousy' or ·swell' ..,
Let us suggest, then, these things.
In the spirit of the university, let us discuss, not bicker; let
us challenge, not insult.
In our discussions, let us il\rst establish thl' facts.
Let us not "absolutlze" our own interpretations (try to state
them as irrefutable fact). Rather, let us exchange our Interpn>tations with open minds, in search for truth.
In the future, this column will discuss the Interpretation of
the facts of student life here at Fairtleld This colwnn welcomes
all opportunities to broaden its scope by discussion with the student body.

Spring Films
The Fairfield Univers'ty Film Society presents the (:)1,
lowing ftlms through April:
Tues., Wed.. Feb. 10, 11
Bed.auJed
Tues., Feb. 17
The too Blows (TrufI'aut)
Tues., Feb. 24
,
The 8even:b Seal (Bergman)
Tues., March 3
A Night at U1e Opera (Marx Bros.)
-Tues., March 10
The Kinetic Art: Program I
·-Thurs., March 12
The Kinetic Art: Program II
-Tues.• March 17
'Ibe Kinetic Art: Program III
A French FUm FMtivaJ
Tues., April 7 ....•..••.....•. Le Bourgeols Genttlhomme
Thurs., April 9
_
Forbktden Game.
Tues., April 14
A Day In the CoU!ltry (Renoir)
Nlrht and Fog (Resnals)
The Red Balloon
Thurs., April 16
Camlyal in Flanders
Tues., April 21
A NoWl 1& Llbene (Clair)
Thurs., April 23
Tbe Paaalon of loan of Arc (Dryer)
A Spaaish FUm Festival
Tues., April 28
The YOUIll' ADd the Dam.ned (Bunuel)
Thurs,. April 30
, JA,za' Wo
All showings except Kinetic Art at 7:00 In Gonzaga
Auditorium. Admission for all films except Kinetic Art Is
fifty cents. An activities card is not needed.
- The Kinetic Art is a coDection of twenty-six short
8lms. Admission for each program is one dollar. The starting
time for each program is 7:10.

The lead editorial In today's issue is
not written by me, which is highly Irregular. This is so for several del.cate
reasons which should be acknowledged.
At the last board meeting, my colleagues overrode my objectl:lns and approved an editorial on diverfuJg the S300
increase in tuitiCXI, room, and hoard ~
wards security and maintenance. My ~
jections rested on the fact that I was a
Budget Committee member _ I had access to the documents which showed
why the increase was unavoidable and
how desperately this campus is underprotected and gradually deteriorating,
but I was aware that as a committee
member I could accomplish reform only
through private, sensitive parleying.
Moreover, I had pledged to respect c0nfidences given to all of us In committee,
and this editorial would appear to violate that. My colleagues agreed to let me
write a letter such as this to sustain my
position.
Meanwhile, the events of the most
recent meeting of the Committee are
amply reported. I chose afterwards to
follow through with my planned course
of disavowal of the editorial so as to
make crystal-cleal to the community
my sincerity as a committee member.
There Is a corollary about reciprocal sincerity I could mention, but I need not.
Kevin MeAuliffe

• • •

The Good Art
To the Editor:
We would like to take this time out
to acknowledge the usefulness of your
"Sports Persona!ity" column. It gives
us, the common students of this university, a chance to delve deeply into the
emotions which drive the American athlete. It is extremely hard to obseIVe the
sophistication and the sensitivity which
are characteristic of the average sp:>rts
personality in the apathetic and selnsh
atmosphere of this university. This can
only be brought out in black and white.
We are immensely aggravated by a student body which refuses to recognize the
importance of big-time Intercollegiate
sports. They don't realize that this is a
very nice thing for all Jesuit institutions.
We the undersigned are a closely knit
unit of crusaders who beckon our fellow
"Stags" to join with us in distinguishing
between mediocrity and greatness. This
is the first in a series of "bon mots"
concerning aU facets of Fairfteld life.
Signed,
David Marlow, UncuIlrtIc ~t
101m Sbeeraa. future bWlb_d
JOIfIpb BuMo, renerade mlJlltrel

• • •

Snow Job
To the Editor:
It was with great Interest that I read
an article in the hk6e1d To_ CrIer,
which noted the scheduling of a s~ven
week seminar course in "Maintenance
and Management Control" at Fairfield
University. It seems hypocritical that
an Institution which not only fails to
keep sufficient hot water In the dormitories, but which cannot even effectively
remove snow from the sidewalks, should
otrer a course in "Maintenance and Management Control." May I suggest that
those people In charge of maintenance
should attend this seminar. There is
always an outSide chance that they may
learn something.

Coogratulaticos are in order for David Am, Editor of \
almest ~istent literary (11) magazine. But, a few spit
thoughts go to all who had anything to do with Its delay;
there are quite a few of them. Must all attempts at artistic
eompllshment be frustrated by the anxious illiterates on
campus f Not that FronUers was any great purge of genius,
alone talent. but we can assume the effort was an honest I
Ah weD • • •

To all the freshmen on the Radio Club: take heart, the Rf
Club hasn't always been thIS way, and I am personally confti
the future wll be brighter. It has to be . . . I realize the elcc
of the club's officers, in fonn, looked like something out
Czarist Russia, but let me assure you, that, iD .plrlt, it actu
was. I've seen a copy of the new constitution, and before you
any false hopes up, rest uneasy knowing that the points of elcc'
procedures haven't been changed at all . . . Lest this sound
sour grapes, understand I am not sour, only bitter; a casual~
political warfare _ so much for peace and love . . . by the ....
whatever happened to that new radio station that was sUpp<
to have been built by last semester . . . May. 1969 - Quote fl
Frank Fortney, Tom Heide, Frank F1.mmano: "For all pract
purposes, the radio station Is already broadcasting from its 1
studio." ... Feb. 1970 - Quote from Frank Fortney, Tom HE
Frank Fimmano: "For all practical purpcses, the radio statio:
broadcasting from Its new studio." . . . I wonder what they ml
by that . . . To Frank Fortney - go cop out during a CI
why don't you? . . .
Money. money, money _ that's all we hear from the adml
tration. Solution _ raise the tuition and room and board; al
nately every year ef course, lest any of us get too suspicious. V
deesn't Fr. McInnes just write a polite note to Michael Bro
After all, if he doesn't our parents will have to, in order to
the bills . . . I'm glad to see no one got excited when the gent
faculty raised the philosophy credit requirement back up to r
and didn't vote on retroactivity. After all, ours is not to rea
why, Is it? . . . All rumors about Dr. Grassi being God are fl
. . . he's only a prophet . . . Five guys got busted last week
Don Fields . . . now isn't that the most ridiculous thing YOI
ever heard of _ . , in this day and age . . . but, after all,
is Fairfield University, the last stronghold of irate and Iron
conservativism . . .

A friend of mine had his stereo stolen from him, so the of
of corrections lthat's Krell's office) offered to give him a new I
since someone has the master key. 'Ibe only trouble with I
though, was he otrered to give him a lock that the master
could open . . . The sprIng concert Js shaping up nicely fl
what I understand . . . Joe Valerio can be seen working nI
and day~ on it . . . S.A.M. Is another group that's working h
. . . Best of luck to them . . . If the academic calendar is rev!!
I've been Informed Pat Long will be able to get married 8001
so how about it fellas . . . please . . pretty please with su
on It . . .
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A Matter Of Justice
"Justice is rendering to every man what is due him."
Harold R. McKinnon
"It is contrary to justice to sell goods at a higher price than
their worth ..."
St. Thomas Aquiaa.

On Wednesday, February 4, the Board of Trustees voted to increase the tuition, and room and board fees for the academic year
1970-71 by $100 and $200 respectively. Rising maintenance and
security costs were cited as a primary factor which necessitated the
increase.
We acknowledge the right of the trustees to make such an increase; however, in light of the present conditions on campus we
feel an increase in room and board fees should be accompanied by a
visible improvement in the environmental living conditions within
the dorms.
Maintenance this year at Fairfield continued to be of poor
quality, if in fact a low point was not actually realized. The plight
of the dormitories, especially Loyola and Gonzaga, was one of repeated lack of heat, hot water, basic maintenance and repairs. The
situation is at such a serious state in Gonzaga that students were
advised by administrators that due to the lack of heat a portable
heating unit was necessary. The units, although promised, were never
provided by the University. This forced the students to secure the
heating units themselves, incurring an additional cost of heating their
own rooms over and above existing room and board rates. This situation must also be viewed in the light of an 80% cutback in maid
service this year, and the recent examples of the Maintenance Departmtnt's inability or perhaps unwillingness to make adequate snow
removal.
Security at Fairfield remains as nominal as ever. Repeated incidents of vandalism took place. Breaking and entering, auto theft, and
incidents of burglary have occurred at a rate which does not reflect
the existence of meaningful security standards. It is a commonly accepted fact that the main ability of Fairfield's security force lies in
the dispensing of parking tickets.
It is evident that the existing conditions at Fairfield do not, in
justice, necessitate the increase in room and board costs. We believe
that it is necessary for the administration to assure boarding students
that the increase in fees will be accompanied by an increase in the
standards of living conditions on campus. This assurance must be
made visible to the students now through an improvement of security
and maintenance service for the remainder of this year.
We believe these demands are essential to any concept of justice
in this matter - a concept basic to any university which provides an
"institutional Catholic commitment as a way of life." It remains to be
seen if it is a concept basic to Fairfield.

Our Glorious Heritage,
Part Four
Continuing, by either popular demand or lack thereof, our series
of cultural exchanges, guest editorials, and other assorted inside
jokes, we offer an excerpt from the 1970 World Almanac on education in Connecticut.
"Of 47 institutions of higher education, Yale Univ. (estab. 1701,
named 1718) is the largest privately endowed. The public education
system includes the University of Connecticut, with its main campus
at Storrs. Trinity (Hartford), Wesleyan (Middletown) and the Univ.
of Hartford are well known; Connecticut College, for women, and
the U.S. Coast Guard Academy are at New London. Preparatory
schools include Taft (Watertown), Choate (Wallingford), Hotchkiss (Lakeville), Kent (Kent) and Loomis (Windsor)."
The 1970 World Almanac is sponsored in the Greater Bridgeport
area by the Bridgeport Post and Telegram.
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The Alternatives
Last week, The Stag endorsed a Presidential candidate and
seemed to imply that there were only two in the running. Tomorrow,
as students go to the polls, we wish to amplify our remarks.
When we spoke of two candidates, we meant Mr. Gallagher and
Mr. Dormer, the two we feel could handle the post; we still feel that

way, and ask for Mr. Gallagher's election as the better. There are
two other candidates in the running; this morning we mention them,
but only as candidates whose claims should be rebuffed.
Martin Glynn is a sincere young man who speaks his mind. He
represents an unfortunate, lingering specimen of the Silent Generation,
an epoch we had all hoped was two decades behind us. He may have
the conscience of a conservative, he may even have the heart of a
saint, but he does not have the aptitude or motivation to lead the
students.
Mr. Robert Murphy's frenzied last minute entry and his announcement of it are indicative of the grevious faults we feel
warrant his defeat - a vacuous self-motivation and an inability to
respond to pressure. Last year Mr. Murphy led a veritable wax
museum of self-styled student "moderates" in an attempt to lower
Connecticut's drink age. Despite warm accolades from two ex-administrators, the poorly-planned expedition met with its predictable
rate - disaster. Twice he announced as near success his efforts to
open up a bar on campus. It never opened. He organized a teacher
evaluation for students - who found it so long and ponderous they
did not fill it out.
Mr. Murphy, in announcing, pronounced himself "sick and tired
of a Student Government that has no respect for the students it represents ... I am fed up because the government has repeatedly ne.
glected the students." These propositions are highly dubious, and
Mr. Murphy's solutions for a better Student Government would sound
more reasonable were he a junior in high school, and not college. He
accuses the Government of being a clique of those with "pet projects";
this quixotic charge is not sustained. He claims lDcompetency lost us
$1,000 with Mountain; there was a $10 profit, and in Mr. Mariani's
absence Mr. Murphy was in theoretical charge of it all. His solutions
to academic and social reform are simplistic and untenable.
Hemingway equated greatness with "grace under pressure." Mr.
Murphy was a legislator in February, 1968 when a Mitch Ryder Concert lost vast sums of money. He led a floor fight to impeach the
President of the Student Government Midway through, he changed
his mind. Last April 24, Mr. Murphy exacerbated the schism in the
student body by misrepresenting over WVOF the Government's position on the compromise. Later, he demanded Mr. Mariani's resigna.
tion out of the blue.
If it is true that Mr. Glynn is a man of the 50's and Mr. Murphy
one of the 60's, it is equally true that Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Dormer
are men for the 70's. We urge the students to choose between them
for continued reform.

THE

Students 'Sound
By GLENN KENNEY

The increase in the room,
board and tuition did not come
as a surprise to me. In fact,

due to Innatlon all over the
country, I expected it.

I can understand the increase
in the rates of
room and board
even though I'll
be Unanclally
affected by it. I
imagine keeping
the buildings
operating properly and the payment of the
maintenance workers runs into
a great deal of monC!y. The food
in the cafeteria is never going
to be like "dear 01' mom's," so

let's

eat,

drink

and

suffer

through it instead of hoping for
our dietician to save money by
serving us worse food. 1 do not
understand the reason for an
increase in tuition, especially
since the administration has
hired professors to teach courses
that students do not find rele.
vant to their educational plans.
The perfect example is the
petition for a reduction In the
Theology and Philosophy requirements. If they were reduced we would lose some professors, but would the university be in so much of a deflclt
and would there be a need for
an increase in tuition?
I believe that the administration knows what is best for the
administration; however, I am
not convinced that the admin-
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Ofr on Tuition Increase
istration always knows what is
best for the stude-nts.

•

By .JOUN REID
The announcement of the
tuition increase came as no surprise to me. One would have
to be blind to realize that this
w&.s inevitable. Right now we
.....,--, are caught in
an inflationary
spiral which is
directly affect·
fog all consume r s including
6tudents. For
example when I
was In high school my tuition
was four hundred dollars. It is
now one thousand dollars. Last
year Villanova students staged
a strike over a four hundred

dollar increase In tuition. They
returned to classes when they
learned the university would
still be operating at a $372.000
deficit. It is natural to want to
blame someone or something
for these rises in prices. The
fact that it is the economy's
fault makes it rather difficult
to seek revenge.
However, this does not mitigate the reality of a three hundred dollar increase. It's nice
to compare our tuition to other
schools with higher ones. But
try comparing ours to the state
universities with their superior
facilities. Also a two hundred
dollar increase for maintenance
seems quite ludicrous when one
examines the services provided
by them this year. Finally I'm
Photo: Bellma........chl ..e

afraid the increase might prove
to be too steep for some students. Too many are struggling
to pay for an education that is
already too expensive for them.
What can be done? Unfortunately not too much. I think
we'll see more students invading the town and cafeteria for
extra jobs to help pay their
expenses. Hopefully no one will
be foreed to withdraw, but I
think that's being too idealistic.

• • •

PAUL WOLFF '71

My initial reaction upon hearIng that the tuition fee had once
again been
raised was
anything but
favorable. I
was not enODW"aj:ed by
the prospect of
baving to
screpe toa-ether still more money to cover expenses for the
coming year. Yet, after givine
it some thought, I came to the
conclusion that the increased
cost of attending Fairfield Unipersity was as inevitable as the
rising cost of living. Because
of its nature as a private and,
more crucially, a "religious" institution, it can expect that outside aid in the form of additional government subsidies will
be Iona- and hard in coming.
Evidence of the difficulties to
be faced in this regard can be
seen in the leaal action being
taken against Fairfield and
other catholic Institutions by the
A.C.L.U. This means that the
primary burden of supporting
the school will remain with us
as the students and with our
parents. A3 the operating expenses of the school go up ,it is
we who will be expected to
make up the difference in costs
through payment of higher

t....

Hair.
It's not the style that counts,
it's what's under it.
THE EQUITABLE
For a free 18" J(

24~

poster of this advertisement, write: The EqUitable, Dept. B, G.P.D. Box 1170. New York. N. Y. 10001

For those reasons, I can
accept the condition of havin&
to pay an increased tuition.
However, I feel it is necessary
that the a.nnoWlCement of an increase in student costs should
be accompanied by an explanation of the specific areas in
which money obtained is to be
spent. li In fact, the additional
income yielded by tuition is to
be used to maintain living facilities for on-campus students, an
injustice wllJ be one in that
the student body as a whole,
which includes oft-campus students as well, will not benefit
from such an expenditure. Tuition monies should be used exclusively to augment the academic and cultural quality of
the University. This would include, among other sorely needed improvements. the hiring of
more teachers to man the understaffed departments and the
offering of increased aid to deserving students In neighboring areas In order that they
might be enabled to take advantage of the school's educational facilities. These are areas
which constitute the proper
realm of tuition expenditures In
that they are directly concerned
with the effectiveness of the
university as an educational institution and, as such. influence
all members of the community
rather than just students living
on campus.
As students, we have a responsibility to support our
(OGnttaued oa Pa,:f' 8)
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'Worst of 1969'
By MARTIN

ROSS

During the past few months I have read with
great amusement Patrick (Kevin) Long's record review column. Last week I was truly amused by his
"Ten Best LP List of 1969" and so I feel compelled to
write what I think to be the "Ten Worst LP's of 1969."
There is one criterion for my list, though. There are no
"sleepers" on it. The personnel on my albums are all
musical "giants" who have in the past turned out rather
good discs or performed with respectable groups. Finally, I have no preference fol' each album is terrible.
Let It Bleed - The Roiling
Stones. Ten dollars to the man
who can tell me all the lyrics.

By RICH JONES

The Reiven, the film adaptation of Faulkner's last novel, flows onto the screen
with bursts of soft color and idealistic scenes of the turn of the century South. We
are taken on a comic and harmless adventure across Mississippi into Memphis,
treated to the company of good hearted whores and leave the theatre with the expectation of the hero's happy marriage. The Reiven is a strange film for 1970, When
today's film makers look at America's more recent past they usually arrive with
such disturbing films as Bonnie and Clyde or Tell ihem Willie Boy i. Here, The
Reiven is a film of an optimistic and gen uinely happy theme.

However, it would be a mistake to call It a sentimental
picture. Mark Rydell, who includes
The Fox among his credAbbey Road - The Beatles.
The AMOcl&Uon - The AssoMono'oraus garbage Ii.e.) "1 ciation. What a clever title. But, Its directed it. The screenplay
Want You.") But isn't "Max- seriously, don't you like Ted was Wl'itten by Irving Ravetch
well Silver Hanuner" meanlna;- Bleuchel's hairy chest. Very and Harriet Frank Jr., who
established their Faulknerlan
rul. Rea1ly.
creative.
insight as early as Intruder in
The Soft Parade-The Doors.
Plckin' Up the Plecet - Poco.
the DllIt In 1946. These people
Jim Morrison aptly asks his Two aces from Buffalo Spring- obviously did not set out to proaudience to follow him down.
field prove once and for all
duce pure mush. What they did
Morrison Is no musician. He is,
that BS was entirely Stills and produce is a fllm of small but
obviously, a prophet.
Young. I accidently broke this significant accomplishments.
LP last summer and never did
The viewer sees one of the
Running Down the Road _
pick up the pieces.
rare occasions when a black
Arlo Guthrie. A lousy voice,
character is not a stereotype.
coupled with lousy lyrics, and
At Your Birthday PlU"t)· Rupert Crosse's portrayal of
lousy music certainly are sure- Steppenwolf. Remember "Magic
tire ingredients for a lousy al- carpet Ride!" Well, it's here Ned McCaslin, in view of other
movies, is amazing. He is acbum. But the album is worth again disguised as "Rock Me."
tually more than a black superfour dollars for its cover alone.
A really heavy album. A boost
man, or a mindless thug. Crosse
Isn't Arlo on a motorcycle a for Excedrin.
transforms
Ned into a many
sex symbol In the James Dean
Lh'e Pea.ce in Toronto 1969-- sided and interesting character.
tradition ?
Plastic Ono Band. This album
His performance Is definitely
is so bad it's unbelievable. Wit- the film's strongest point.
Age of AqWlrlUS ~ The Fifth
ness. Yoko Ono's music (l use
Dimension. As usual, they didn't
Ned joins with BoDon Hogthat tenn questionably) blaring
ganbeck, the hero of the story,
for 17:38. Also, don't miss Yoko
who talks young Lucius McWANTED . C.mpu, Ihpr.'.lIt"iv.
doing her imitation of a turkey
Caslin into stealing his grandUnilimit.d Commi"ion,
on that complex tune "Cold
father's brand new car. They
Turkey."
No Inv.dm.nt, No P.p.,....orl
take it to Memphis so that
Boon
can see his irmDCent but
BuabajapJ
Donovan
Write for information to:
very
naive
girlfriend there. She
(Leitch).
With
a
title
like
that
Min Barbara Kumble
the LP's fate was sealed quite happens to work In a brothel.
College Bureau Manager
early. Donovan can put me to And It is there that Boon, an
Record Club of America
sleep faster than any male vo- overgrown adolescent, will be270 Madi50n Avenue
calist around. And he speaks gin to instruct eleven year old
Lucius in manhood. Yet FaulkNew York, New York IOOlb so well on "Atlantis."
ner intended Boon to be a lovable and comic character in
spite of his actions.
The difficult role of Boon was
played by Steve McQueen who
received a tremendous amount
of publicity for it. A few years
ago Mr. McQueen, with the defection of Paul Newman into
the serious ranks, found himself the sole inheritor of the
John Wayne-Gary Cooper tradition. He was the prime young
tough of the 1960's and his
films, such as Bulllt, were enormously popular. He never was
really called upon to display any
real talent, and he does not
Write Ithaca College lor
show any in The Reh·e~. Yet
Summer Session Pictoral Review
he plays his part with a great
amount of poise and chann, and
LOSE YOURSElF IN EDUCATION
this Is adequate.
AND RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES
McQueen is perhaps redeemed by young Mitch Vogel who
liberal Arts Program
plays Lucius. Vogel is not an
Humanities
overly Innocent child actor, but
Natural Science
very natural and believable in
Social Science
his part. His interplay with McCommuniC4tions Arts
Queen is excellent. He helps
Physical Educ.lltion Program
elevate the star's performance.
Health
The Reh'en is, at times, a
Recreation
little too sweet and wann. The
Athletics
South of 1905, particularly the
seamy side of Memphis, was
Performing Arts Program
often brutal. But Rydell and his
Fine Arts
writers chose to concentrate on
Film
attempting to capture the nosMusic
talgic sense of Faulkner's novel.
Radio·TV
The fllm culminates with a
Theatre
dream like horse race filmed in
super slow motion, gaining what
PROGRAM FOR ALL
seems to me to be the essence
of Faulkner's comic yet sad
work. The Reh'en was never
made to promote social revolution. It was made Instead to be
a beautiful and enjoyable film.
It certainly reaches this goal.
write a single song. How creative.

Folk Music Offered By
Campus Center'Puddle,
B)' PAT

DORSEY

The Puddle, Fairfield's new
coffee house, opened for the first
time on Saturday Feb. 7. Initial
reactions to the new social out·
let on campus have all been
fU\'orable and, as plans now
stand, The Puddle will be open
every FrIday and Saturday
night in room B-41 of the campus Center.
For those who like folkmusic, The Puddle offers the
top local talent. Among those
who have recently appeared at
the coffee house are: Larry
Treadwell, Pet!!r McCann, Tom
Perotti, Joe Russo, Jim Honeycut, and Ron Waite. A t the
present time, performers are
working gratis in order to help
get The Puddle on its feet. but
there is a possibility of mone-tary renumeration in the future.
The responsibility of organlz-

iog and operating The Puddle
rests with a committee of students working in cooperation
with David ZOla of the Campus
Center. The chairman of the
committee is Raul Haye. He is
assisted by Tom Sobocinski,
Kevin McConnack, Charles J.
Washburn
David
McVittie
Dennis Rowan, Peter Cuehiar·
ra, and Terrence Leary. The
conunittee would like to thank
Dean samway for her oooperation.
According to Raul Haye the
purpose of the coffee-house is
"to bring the student and the
faculty together on common
ground in order to stimulate intellectualism on campus. The
committee hopes that the atmosphere In The Puddle will
not be one of booze, broads, and
drunkeness.
The
rule
Is
B.Y.O.B. Wine will probably be
the most appropriate."

University Names Bryant
Special Programs Aide
AUison Bryant has been appointed to the position of counselor for special programs at
Fairfield University, it was announced by William P. SChimpf,
dean of students.
According to Dean Schimpf.
Mr. Bryant will work with
Black and other minority students, in particular, those en·
rolled In the unlverslty'S extended year program
He wllJ assist various segments of the Fairfield community and students from differing cultural backgrounds In
their adjustment to one another.
Mr. Bryant will also conduct
special programs, such as seminar and sensitivity group sessions, to bring together people
of different beliefs and backgrounds to explore problems and
potential solutions.

He graduated from Cheyney
State College (Pa.1 with a
B.S. degree in secondary educatiolL Mr. Bryant attended
Temple University, receiving a
master's equivalency In education and participated in the
Black university held at Atlanta
University. He Is currently completing graduate work in urban
studies at Southern Connecticut
State College.
Prior to his appointment at
Fairfield University, Mr. Bryant
was an asistant staff writer of
educational periodicals for American Educational Publications in Middletown, Conn.
He has also been employed
as a history instructor at Middlesex Community College anrl
in the Philadelphia school system.
He is married and resides in
New RavelL

HOW TO GET
A
DOCTOR OF DIVINITY DEGREE
Doctor of Divinity degrees are issued by Universal Life Church, along with a 10-lesson
course in the procedure of setting up and operating a non-profit organiation. For a free will
offering of $20 we will send you, immediately,
all 10 lessons in one package along with the
D.O. certificate,
Universal Life Church
Box 6575
Hollywood. Flor;d. 33021
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Sound Off
(Continued from Pace 4)
school financially as well as in
other ways. At the same time,
we have a right to know how
the school is being operated and
in what way our investment is
being used to improve its
standards as a center for learning.

• • •

PATRICK M. HOGAN

The cost of attending FairfI::!k1.
has increued 20% in two
years. Next
year boarding
ItUdents will

face a three
three hundred

dollar Increase

•

Have the costs risen so much in
a year to necessitate another
rise? Why were the financial
planners unable to see this rise
a year ago? The two successive
increases are unpalatable to the
average studenL
At any rate, this re[Jects one
of two things: poor fiscal planning within the adminlstration
or the sudden need for addition_
al funds to meet costs for programs of questionable value as
I mentioned above.
The only solution is to adopt
a conservative approach towards the ordering of priorities
regarding anything which can
affect· the fiscal policies of
Fairfield.

over what
• • •
they pay now.
We can accept the Increase
ROBERT HUNTINGTON
after hearing the explanation of
The cost of attending Fairrising wages for personnel and field will rise by $300 next year.
rising costs for other aspects
Add that up to
of college life at the FalrfI.eld
the $200 COllIt
community.
increase of
Nevertheless, Important quellthis year and
tIons ot policy arise in the
It becomes eyl~
student's mind.
dent that the
Is this increase In any way
COllIt of Fairdue to the Negro takeover ot
field has risen
last November? Is the univer- more than 20% In two years.
sity rising the costs of other While I rea.llze the university
students to provide for the ser- has every ri&:ht to implement
vices promised to the Negroes such increases, It seems that
after tragically submitting to we students have a right to
look for Improvements resulting
their demands?
Why Is the room and board from our expenditures. Instead,
cost rising when services are lMng conditions at Fairfield
decreasing? Security Is atro- are at a state ot decline. Mald
cious. Valuable Items have been service is becoming a rare luxstolen and apparently a very ury, the maintenance departpoor percentage of them is ac- ment Increasingly resembles a
tually recovered. Two years convalescent home, the holes in
ago, maid service was much the security net grow ever larmore regular than It is now. ger, and the effort to down our
The maintenance department food becomes dally more dlthas repeatedly been lackadals· ficult. True, we students have
icalln making repairs, there are mad~ some pins m the put
a few examples with which I am two years. But are pe..r:ietall,
personally acquainted with. and liquor privileges, and some
these actions cannot be justified minor curriculum-changes worth
$500 per student? Without a
to me.
Another Important question is doubt,. inflation plays an imporin order. The room and board tant role in the rate increases.
increase can be explained by But ln1lation doesn't explain the
the in1lation llI'KIJlDent, but deterioration of student services.
what of the tulUon increase? What can we students do about
1be tuition went up a year ago. these questionable cost hIkes?
It's 100 late tor most upperRESIGNAnONS
classmen to transfer, and. individUal protests about dormitory
(Coatlaaed tNm Pap 1)
lite have a way ot ge~ Ion
ated. according to Fr. Mcinnes.
In administrative red tape. Last
Student'. Role In Crux
spring, an active student goy~
Fr. McInnes explained that
ernment with strong student
the crux of the matter lay In
backing was able to secure the
the dlsa&reement between the
two parties OYer the nature of wants of most students. United
the students' role as members student action seems to be our
ot the committee. He noted that only hope. We cannot erase the
"these conditions are no rejec- cost increase, but perhaps we
tion of free speech or discussion can apply pressure on the uniwith their constituents of the versity so that we receive our
general lnformatlon ot the com- money's' worth In benefits.
mlttee," rather he opposed "individual members taking the
FINANCIAL
liberty to act as .pokcsmen tor
(CoDUnued from Page 1)
the group" by reporting its deKellt)' left the meeting.
cl.lons without authori%ation.
Both Mr. McAUliffe and Mr.
Mr. McAuliffe further exKeilty have announced that in
plained his actions: "We telt
addition to submitting their res- that there have been certain
ignations to President Mariani, co-optations" adding that "the
they would recommend to the commlttee Is a farce, It Is powStudent Government that It not erless, and simply rubber.
appoint students to fill their va~ stamps previous decisions". Mr.
cant slots on the committe.
McAulitre also Indicated that
Fr. Mcinnes, however, up.- ,there was faculty support ot his
holds the position that the com- actions. He went on to say that
mittee should continue to oper- they had not violated any tnlst
ate and that the conditions of placed in them at any time,
confidentiality are essential to and that he would recommend
its nature. He also evoked the to Student Government Presihope that the Student Govern- dent Albert Mariani that no
ment will appoint "substitute students should be appointed to
members" since It Is In his the vacant seats on the comopinion "harmful to the studcnts mittee, on the grounds that It
not to be represented on the was a "sham", and should c0nBudget Committee."
~
sequently be ~red.
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Al Mariani Analyzes Resignations
By ROBERT BURGESS
AMOCIat.e Editor

"Either the committee should
not have formed in the first
place or what is left of it should
be d.lsso1ved" These weN! Student Government President Albert Mariani's initial reactions
to the resignations ot the stu·
dent members of the Budget
CommIttee. In further explanation he said, "1 had reservations about the committee in the
beglnnin&, but I decided to pick
the two most oompetent, representative and responsible people
I knew for the job - Kevin
McAulitre '71 and Greg Keilty
'72."
The Budget Committee was
fonned, in December 1969 under
the direction ot Fr. William
McInnes, President ot the University. When asked to explain
the purpose and powers ot the
conunittee. Mr. Mariani pointed
out, "It sounds like a committee whicll can only suggest.
What the Admlnistratlon doesn't
like, It doesn't consider:' Continuing on Mr. Mariani stated,
"It Is as Fr. McInnes explained
it to me, a 'teed-back' group.

The distressing thing about
'feed-back' groups is that they
are usually seen in publications
as a highly representative group
of faculty and students who are
heartily endorsing a nwnber of
unpopular decisions:'

that he bad reeelved " letter
from Fr. MeJnnM d1scuNIDc

the lUue. The Jetter strMMd
the Importance of appoiaUac
new memben, "Sinoe the ma&ten yet to be d1sc1lMfJd by tile
BudeM Coo:1mlttee are of extreme lm,portaDee to the Ru'
dent. aDd their voices ahoa1d be
beard in thD commJ.Uee, I would
like to ftlque.t that you appobat
two sublUtates for Ute .tudeatli
wbo have rM1pIed."

NoPowen

FUrther eIarUIeatlOD. coatblu.
ed. "However, It • Iddom
brougbt out that tbeee croUPA'
ba\'"e DO veto power, votlD.c pow_
N or even .n.cu..Ioa. powen
e ~ IlUbjecta upoII. whlcb
there may be ~ L "

On the question of a security
leak by the student members of
the Budget Committee, Mr. Mariani responded, "As far as I
can see there was a misunderstanding, both about the specific
rules, if there were in tact. any
set ones. and about the tntormatlon that was given to me.
I did not push them tor tntormatlon. They kept me lnformed
on matters which conoemed the
government Let me repeat,
they never released ~dential
ligures. They merely tounded
me out on such matten 88 the
tuitiOIl Increase."
PresIdent Mari&DI UJtOaDCed

Discussing the letter Mr. Ma~
rIanl pointed out. "I have ap.pointments to see Fr. Mcinnes.
In these meetings I 8m goin&
to suggest that he either correct
some ot the Inadequacies of the
committee or simply dissolve it.
1be way it Is tunetloning now,
It is not helping, but seriously
hurting the cause of tri-partit.
ism. It these problems can't be
worked out and he continues to
keep the eommJttee, then I will
not appoint new members. IIi
tact I will strongly urgc my
successor not to appoint anyone. All we have done has been
In a spirit ot trj·partltism and
in good faith:'

Some office jobs
are more interesting
than others.
In the old dayS if a man wanted to be an executive
and craved adventure too, he could skipper a
Clipper ship.
Today ... the clippers are gone ...
but the supersonics are here. And
swashbuckling ell"ecutives still gel
their Chance.
That's maybe a million bucks
worth of plane. And when
you fly it the responsibil·
ity's all yours.
If you'd like to mull
that over every
time you bank

or roll at 1,400+ mph, try for Olficer Training
School after you graduate from college. Also. reo
member the nice idea of yourself. an Air Force pitot,
captain of all you command. gelling to visit foreign
ports like the Clipper captain of yore.
An Air Force officer's life is a greallife!
Why just be skipper of a deSk?
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SPORTS PERSONALITY
By WILLIAM LaBECQUE

•

Those who have witnessed
any Fairfield University basketball games this year could not
help but noUce the illuminating
display of determination and de_
sire put forth by Rick Schonbeck. At 6' 6" and 215 Ibs., he
has matched himseJ{ against
many big men under the boards.
Switching the center position
with roommate Art Good, Rick
has helped to mold the basketball tearn together in crucial
situations. The awesome chore
of battling for rebounds has
given him the reputation of being a consistently tough hard
nosed competitor, which is just
one of his attributes.
A graduale of Westboro,
Massachusetts High School, he
compiled an impressive record
averaging 20 ppg. and winning
All
New
England
(small
schools) and All Worcester
County honors.
Rick chose Fairfield because
it gave him the best offer at
the time. However, he found it
to be most rewarding in that
he was able to become "more
of an individual than a number."
Commenting on the general
turnout this season, Rick was
surprised not to see as many
fans as he would like to support the team, since it Is having
a winning season. He feels this
is most important when the
game is close. "'The fans give

RICK

SCIIONBE<..'K

you that extra psyche that enables the team to win." In a
modern view, he also feels
there is need for change at
Fairfield. He hopes the sports
facilities become more equipped In order to broaden the
sports program. Rick says,
"This is necessary for the overall spirit of the campus and
the school itself."
Identifies with Teammntell
Through basketball Rick bas
bt.'cn able ~o Identify with many
of his fellow teammates. With
this type of relationship "the
team has become more of a
unit," which he feels is one of
the reasons for their successful
season thus far. Also, he added,
''The overall spirit of the team
is up," which enabled them to
beat such teams as Boston Col-

lege, 5t. Peter's, and the University of Bridgeport.
Since coming to Fairfield he
has been continually plagued by
a serious knee injury which has
hampered him throughout his
career here. Consequently, Rick
had to make certain adjustments to enable himself to play
the game of basketball. Working construction jobs during the
summer, he concentrated on
building his knees back to jumping strength. Now, Rick performs with his knees taped
from his thighs to his calves.
Even with this his aggressiveness provides him with the
ability to outjump opponents
much taller than himself. Such
stellar performances against
the University of Bridgeport in
which he scored 15 points, and
grabbed 17 rebounds, and also
against Niagara which he feels
was his "best and roughest
game."
A Great Re8ponslbUity
In playing center Rick has a
great responsibility as a member of the team. He stated that,
"team work Is what the coach
(James Lynam) wants, which
is so important not only on the
court, but off It as well."
Rick Is majoring In marketIng. Although he wishes it to
be a bigger department, he is
grateful for what it has given
him. In the ncar future he plans
to begin selling life insurance
at the University of Connecticut.

'''Ro-Ho's'' End ND-l's String
By GARY MABZOLLA

The Intramural Basketball
leagues had a number of outstanding games last week.
Among them was the classic
batlle in the American League
pitting the undefeated combine
from ND-l against the once
beaten "Ro-Ho's" from ND-3.
Also, in the American League,
R4 came from behind to take
a tough 1.,2 team. Meanwhile, in
the National League, ND-4 continued its winning ways by
trouncing C-4.
In the NO.1 and No.3 game,
it was the fast break offense of
the "Pubs" which told the story.
The ND-l Boys, who either
play with only five or six men,
were not available to keep pace
with the running game of ND-3,
a team which does not have a
manpower shortage. Despite
this. ND-l managed to stay
close to the "Ro-Ho's" during
the lint hall, as the Thielebeule
twins, "rugged" Mike Dougherty, and Pete Begley gave it all

they had. But the yellow and
blue shirted "Pubs," led by
John "GrapefnJ.it" O'Neill, Pete
Schuessler, Bill Barrett, and
"Babbo" Wein Gartner, pulled
away for good in the second
half as ND-l ran out of gas.
Fight Breau Out
In the same league, the Frosh
from 1.,2 led the R-4 sophs.
until only a few minutes left in
the game when R-4 finally
pulled ahead. Pat Foley and
Tom Bukowski led the way for
R-4, especially Bukowski who
controlled the game during the
last few mniutes. He combined
with Foley to score the last
few and important points registered by R-4. It was a rough
game, and it was called with
a couple of seconds left, and
R-4 ahead by five, due to a free
for all which broke out. Foley
and Bukowski were good in
that too.
Turning to the National League, the undefeated combine
from No.4 completely humili-

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO START
YOUR OWN CHURCH?
We will furnish you with a Church Charter
and you can start your own church, HellldquarIe.. of UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH wHi keep
records of your church and file with the federal
government llInd furnish you a tax exempt
status· all you have to do is report your activities to headquarters four times a year, En·
dose a free will offering.
Universal Life Church

Box 6575
Hollywood, Florida 33021

ated C-4 by a ~24 score. Defense Is the name of the game,
and ND-4 knows how to play it.
Ray Cristofelitl and Jack Matthews led the No.4, as Jimmy
Cimena, Woody Long, and Ozzie
Pisarri contributed to halt the
"McGee-Men".
Minor League Play
In other games, the Van
Muller led No.2 team was vic_
torious over R-3 this past week,
as was G-2 over G-3 in some key
contests.
In the minor league, the Sea
Ranch remained undefeated as
it rolled over the always tough
Bullets. Tom Larkin showed remarkable rebounding capabill·
lies for the victorious Ranchers.
Also, the Acorns nobbed out the
Nubs 36-33, In a big game.

Schedule
BASKETBALL

18
21
24
28
3
5

February
St. Francis (Pa.)
Manhattan
Georgetown
Canisius

""".

Assumption
St. Bonaventure

• • •

Home
MSG
Away

Away
Home
NH

HOCKEY
Februa.ry

18 Yale (J.V.)
20 Bridgeport
22 lona
'Z1 Quinniplac

• • •

Away
Home
MOO
Away

ALL SEASONS
B;r THOl\lAS DUNN
Sports Editor

Strategy
Last Tuesday evening the Niagara University bas·
ketbalJ team invaded the New Haven Arena led by
All-American Calvin Murphy. The majority of the
crowd had been attracted to the ancient arena by the
appearance of Murphy. Many had come from Norwalk,
Murphy's home town, in hopes that Calvin would put
on one of his notorious performances.
Throughout the first half the Murphy rooters were
very disappointed as the diminutive star shot a poor
one for six from the floor. Every time Murphy touched
the ball, which was not often, the crowd would stir,
but after the missed shot the only cheers came from
the gleeful Stag fans, as they felt an upset 1n the making. :Many people may attribute Murphy's poor perfonnance to the Stag defense, that held him to three
points in the first half. However, there seems to be a
pattern in Murphy's and Niagara's play in the first half
in most of their games. Last Thursday night against
Fordham at Madison Square Garojen Murphy shot poorly in the first half, hitting only on a few shots and
several foul shots and came off the floor with 9 points
and a half time score of 33-33.
At the end of the first half at the Arena the score
was 33-32 in favor of F'airfield. Niagara was looking
for the weak points of the Stags and they found them.
When a team holds a player of the calibre of Calvin
~1urphy. to 3 points in a half, they should have by that
tl"!~ built up more than a one point lead. Niagara's
ablltty to ,?reak the Stag zone and continually get the
ball to then center. Churchwell. was more than making
up for Murphy's poor first half perfonnance.
At the start of the second half Niagara switched
from a man to man defense to a zone. In order to beat
~ zone .you must score from the outside. The Stags did
Just thiS for the next 10 minutes with the shooting of
Fra~k Magaletta and the fine rebounding and scorinQ"
of Rich Shonbeck. The Stags built up their bigllest lead
of ~he second half at 52.45. However. the Stags lost
their touch. and Murphy found his. The Stags stayed
on top until the 6 :09 mark. With the score 53-53
Murphy stole the ball and Jayed it in as he was fOUled:
Murphy completed the three point play and Niagara
was on top to stay.
Heuel Does Not Play

. At this point the Purple Eagles had outscored
Falrfield 11 to 1 and you just have to wonder. It is very
easy to second guess a coach, but the question must be
as~ed why was Jimmy Hessel kept on the bench during
thIS 11 to I outbreak: But even more important with
the St~gs down and Ntagara slowly building up a lead,
why ~ld C~ach Lynam not resort to calling on Hessel.
~t thlS POint th(' Stags were not hitting from the outSide. The Stags .had t~ score from outside in order to
c9":J e back against Nlal!ara. If there is anyone indlvl~ual on ~he Stag Five that could have averted this
loss It was Jim Hessel. EveryonE' that follows Stag basket~all on this campus knows Hessel's fine shooting
ability. They alsl? know if he is hot he can turn any
three or five po!nt deficit into a quick lead. Coach
Lynam knows thiS also.
Many people left the Arena Tuesday ni~ht feeling
they. had not seen the best or even near the best of
CalVin Murphy. This is not important. The ball game
was w~n by Calvin Mu~ph~. ~Iurphy had several key
steals In th~ game and hIS hlttinJ{ on his last eight shots
Droves he IS a clutch performer. It's unfortunate for
the Stags that Murphy was popping at the end as Hessel
sat on the bench.
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Movie or Book Reviews For THE STAG
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Stag Hoopsters Drop 3 In A Row;
Duquesne Ravages Cagers 101-62
S
By .rD1 CLARKE
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W")'ne Gibbon_ drh"et1 past Mike Samuel or Nlagarll.

Sextet Remains In Slump;
Nipped By Columbia 4-2
By DAVE FULTON

The Fairfield Hockey Club
lost to Columbia last Friday
night, 4-2. This loss was the
team's second in a row. Fairfield came out in the first period
and controlled the neilan, sooring midway through the period.
However, Columbia scored In·
side of the last minute and the
momentum changed hands. C0lumbia controllC!d the second
period, scoring three times
against the Inept etforts of
Fairfield. The Stags picked up
in the third period. The action
went both ways. Finally Fairfield scored with five minutes
left In the final session and
from then on they desperately
attacked the Columbia goal.
With a minute left Fairfield had
a two man break on the Co)·
umbla goalie, which would have
put them back in the game. The
attempt failed and the game
ended.
Monahan Scores Twice
Jimmy Monahan scored both
goals for Fairfield, the first unassisted and the second assisted
by Chuck Frissora. Monahan's
total is now 52 points, league
leading. This was only the second and third goals in the last
two games for the Stag Sextet.
A remarkable drop from the
scoring pace they have set
throughout the season. Also Columbia's four goals were the
sixth through ninth scored
against Fairfield in the mst two
games,
another
remarkable
change In the statistics. What
seems to be the explanation Is
that the strong right wing, Guy
LaFlamme, has been out due
to the death of his father. Jim
Boulger has filled in admirably.
but not with the ability of LaFlame who is third in the league in scoring, nor does Boulger have the familiarity of LaFlame who played In every

game ttlis season prior to the
S1. Francis game.
Bridgeport Friday
Columbla's close checking
style slowed down Fairfield as
they did not seem to be able
to skate through or around the
bigger buiJ.t club. Fairfield's inaccurate and confusing passing

also helped Columbia as well as
St. Francis the week before.
Both probkms will have to be
dealt with, as the home season
ends against a big, checking
Bridgeport team this Friday at
8:00 and against a fine passing
Iona club In the Ga~den February 22nd at 2:30.

Fencing Club Falls;
At Home Saturday
The Fairfield Fencing Team,
in its second away meet of the
year, journeyed to Worcester,
Mass., to battle the WOrcc!ster
Polytechnic Institute's Fencing
team. The Fairfield team had
just come off of a double defeat
at the hands of Trinity College
and Norwich University, in a
trl-meet the week before, and
spirits were low as they began
their trip to meet Worcester.
Despite a realistic effort, and
the fact that its starting team
was composed mainly of inexp:!rienced Freshmen, the Fairfield Fencers went down in
defeat by a 20-7 upset. The
team, minus the services of
sabre-fencer Derry Chuga and
foilman Frank Carollo, was unable to provide a match for
Worcester's more experienced
and improved team.
Peloquin \Vlns First Bout
The foil team, composed of
Ladd Raleigh, Rich Tereba and
Gary Peloquin, managed a J-.6
record, as each fencer won one
bout while losing two. This
meet saw Freshman Gary Peloquin win his first collegiate
bout, just as his classmate Rich
had done the previous week
against Trinity College.

ThC! epee team was led by
the two-bout win of Jim Sullivan, which led to an identical
3·6 record with the foil team.
John Lukach, only recently
fC!nclng epee, added the third
win. Rounding out the team was
Ken Alexander.

The Niagara University basketball team visited the New
Haven Arena last Tuesday
night as Jim Lynam's Stags
played one of their best games
of the season. Fairfield took an
early lead and brought the attack to the visitors throughout
most of the game with a gritty
defense and opportunistic offensive efforL In the opening
minutes, Wayne Gibbons, who
ran the Purple Eagles crazy
with his lightning drives from
the ke;y, popped in five points,
and Frank Magaletta dropped
in four, as Fairfield burst to a
quick 9-3 advantage with just
three and a half minutes gone.
Fairfield's defense was spec:.tacular throughout the entire
game. The zone defense made
Niagara pass the ball around
continuously as the Eagles kept
looking for an open shot. The
defense blocked many passes
which led to the fine ball handling and play_making of Bob
Kelly and Wayne Gibbons
throughout the first half. Fairfield's defense held Calvin
Murphy to just three points in
the first half. The Stags gained
the edge on both boards behind the rebounding of Maga·
leea and Rich Schonbcck and
grabbed every loose ball in
sight, as Niagara called time
cut with Fairfield ahead 23-15.
The Stags opened their biggest
margin at 28-20, before Niagara
scored eight straight p::>ints and
tied the game with 3:55 left.
The last four minutes in the
first half saw the score go back
and forth a few times before
Fairfield grabbed a 33-32 halt
time lead.
Stags Lo!le ~Iomentam
Fairfield had widened the gap
one last time at 46-39 with over
thirteen minutes remaining as
Schonbeck who rcp:!atedly swept
both boards and Dipped In medium range jump shots. scored
a three-paint play underneath.
Niagara came back with some
quick baskets and lied th~ game
at 53-53 with 6:32 left. Fairfield

lost momentum as they missed
three shots and Niagara went
ahead 55-53 with 6 minutes to
go as the Stags suffered their
seventh defeat of the season
71-65.
Fairfield outshot Niagara, 5048 percent from the floor and
took a 38-31 rebounding edge
In one of their best efforts of
the current season. Fairfield
was led by the brilliant playing
of seniors Magaletta and Gi~
bans who pumped in 22 and 21
points respectively.
Last Friday night, Fairfield
met Holy Cross for their ninth
meeting and the Crusaders came
out with a 69-54 win. Holy
Cross had the height advantage
as they continuously grabbed
the rebounds off both boards.
Fairfield fought with Holy Cross
with good shooting and the
score was tied at 9-9 with 9:30
left in the first half. Fairfield
shooters were cold from the outside and Holy Cross pulled
ahead 22-14 as the Stags called
time out with 6:45 left. Holy
Cross maintained their lead and
had an eight point spread at
half time, 34-26.
Duquesne Destroys Stap
Holy Cross held about an
eight point lead in the opening
minutes of the second half as
both teams were cold from the
outside. Holy Cross opened a
45-36 lead with 13:13 to go as
lhe Crusaders capitalized on
Fairfield's turnovers. M:agalettao Gibbons. Schonbeck ami
Frazer were playing determined
hall trying to offset Holy Cross'
height, but Holy Cross pulled
ahead 5644 with an &-2 spurt
with just 6 minutes remaining.
Duquesne handed the Stags a
severe defeat Sunday night by
the score of 101-62. Fairfield,
now 11-9 plays St. Francis College, who won last year's game
92-91, this Wednesday night in
the gym. This Saturday afternoon they me-et Manhattan College in Madison Square Garden
and Fa~rfield is ready for a
rough game against the Jaspers.
Last year the Stags beat Manhattan 89-72.

Greg Goossens, Jim Buist,
and Vic Perone, all from the
freshman class, comprised the
sabre team. Jim Buist, newly
added to the team, also won his
first collegiate bout, and posted
the only win for the sabremen,
who could manage only a 1-8
record.
Saturday -

86ton HaD

This Saturday, the fencing
team hosts Seton Hall in the
FairfiC!ld gym at 2 p.m. Since
thC! team has few home meets
this sC!mester, It would be an
C!xcellent opportunity for all
Stags to witness the sport of
fencing on their campus and to
support the team.
Following this week's meet.
the team travels to meet Patterson StatC! on February 26,
then the New England Intercollegiate Tournament on March
7 at Brande!s University. and
completes its schedule at home
on March 14 against Fordham.

Ma~k Fruler puts In 2 polnt8 O\'er 'he out5t~l<:hed >I.rmA
of Hoi)" CrO$s' Bob K.ISSlIne. Swlso lUId Lahe.r of Hoi)' Cross
and Sam King look on.

